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Cybercriminals and other threat actors MAIN GOAL is go after your data. PWC 
conducted a global survey that included responses from more than 10,000 IT security 
practitioners and found there was a 56% increase in data theft of  intellectual 
property in 2015 compared to 2014.
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Generally referring to L3-4 attacks, but not only.



Source:
https://www.incapsula.com/blog/keep-calm-and-mitigate-470-gbps-ddos-attack.html
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The goal in L7 attack is to dry your resources.
Usually focus on the web stack vulnerabilities or L7 known exploits. 
Dynamic pages and API are the most vulnerable assets.

Like the guy who goes into CK shop and buy plenty of socks and pay in 10cents coins.
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And this is how it looks like. Usually you’ll see a spike in the number of request.
Note that an average server can handle 20k at and even a powerful server will sweat 
hard when the 100k range is reached.
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Source: Incapsula Global DDoS Threat Landscape Q1 2017
https://www.incapsula.com/ddos-report/ddos-report-q1-2017.html



Source: Incapsula Global DDoS Threat Landscape Q1 2017
https://www.incapsula.com/ddos-report/ddos-report-q1-2017.html



Source:  Incapsula Global DDoS Threat Landscape Q4 2016

https://www.incapsula.com/ddos-report/ddos-report-q4-2016.html
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Source: Akamai’s state of the internet / security Q1 2017 report

https://www.akamai.com/us/en/multimedia/documents/state-of-the-internet/q1-
2017-state-of-the-internet-security-report.pdf
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Source: Akamai’s state of the internet / security Q1 2017 report

https://www.akamai.com/us/en/multimedia/documents/state-of-the-internet/q1-
2017-state-of-the-internet-security-report.pdf
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So if you still remember the question from before?! 

Source: Incapsula SOC
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Do you have password policy? 
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There are many reasons to djustify a DDoS act. 
I’ve listed only few. In the next slides we going to cover each one
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Italian online poker – every time they had massive game they got attack. Choose our 
IP protection service to prevent it.
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avg is 15 Bitcoins (600$ each).
Extortion + Rivlary: If a certain industry sector is attacked, if you pay you both not get 
attacked, and your competition is attacked.

Example : Attack against emergency button for adults
The kid who wanted to buy Play Station he asked for $250



Source: Verizon 2017 Data Breach Investigations Report

http://www.verizonenterprise.com/resources/reports/rp_DBIR_2017_Report_execsu
mmary_en_xg.pdf
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Monsanto – Energy sector, gets ongoing attack from Green activist
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The German newspaper who advertised Iran left wing and got attacked by Iran 
government
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The UK person who launched an attack against British Airways
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Possibly switching to a more vulnerable DR system
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create: IP() , UDP(), DNS(), DNSQR()

In DNS: rd = 1, qcount = 1, qd = the query desired
In DNSQR: qname = “domainname.com”, qtype = 255 (ANY)
request = (i/u/d)
resp = sr1(request) to view
send(request) to send asynchronously

http://domainname.com
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So, by now after hearing all of these talks today you must be very familiar with Denial 
of Service attacks. No need to explain what’s a DDoS attack and why it’s important to 
have a strong mitigation plan for your organization. So let’s just have a 6 seconds 
summary of what a DDoS attack is.
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Anyone knows what this is?
It’s a home made weapon used by the Hamas organization to create terror among IL 
civilians  
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Someone left a message for you, take a look under your chair…
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Who is Armada? Is this the real one or a fake? Who know… are you willing to take the 
risk?

You have the date and sometime the exact time as well. Note how the price will grow 
if you don’t pay know!
What will happen if you pay? In most cases they will still take you down just to get 
more… or they will go and try extort other companies from the same industry (we 
have seen that trend)
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There are a few types/option to choose from and in the complexity can stretch 
between script kidz to advance vulnerabilities and setting up a BotNet. Yet the most 
common method that drive today industry is Booters/Stressers DDoS services 
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Open DNS server or Open NTP server 
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Source: https://ragebooter.net/
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The “help you bypass limitations”… make no mistake they are bypassing the obviuse 
layers inorder to make direct to origin attacks.
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Probably: because when you attack you also become part of the bonnet
HOLA (Proxy anonymize) infested with bots
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Source: Incapsula Survey: What DDoS attacks really cost business
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The defense line start far away from your perimeter, at your up-stream provider. 
Here are the most common tools and defense layer one can use to handle DDoS.
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As you can see the last request is very similar except of one thing the user agent is a
fake.
In such case your FW can’t correlate between all other requests. Even a basic WAF 
may fail detecting such behavior. 
You’ll need a session aware tool, one that can correlate between events and detect 
header manipulation even when they are camouflaged 
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ACL and performance….
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Separate between edge devices? 
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Increasing the BW can bring even larger attack to the gates of your edge device. It can 
kill the device…
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A proxy doesn't’t transfer anything else?... There are many kind of proxies why 
assume web proxy 
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We talked about tools and ways to mitigate but you always need to be prepare for the 
dooms day.
Make sure that all of the buzz words that you see on the screen right now, make 
sense to you and cover in your “What to do when ddos come” notebook.
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